
OUR STORY
Established in 2011, Sandra Cadavid is a premier luxury handbag and jewelry company.  

With accolades from celebrities and media outlets, Sandra Cadavid produces high quality goods 
using only the best materials locally sourced in Sandra’s home country, Colombia. In addition to 
the team of highly sought after artisans, Sandra Cadavid actively hires women who have faced 

tragic, senseless violence in Colombia and are in need of work to support their family.  We also 
regularly partner with other non-profits to help further causes we believe in.

Sandra Cadavid initially launched with leather handbags, all designed in the renaissance city of 
Pittsburgh and handmade by artisans in Colombia.  The inspiration for our company is the old 

fortressed city Cartagena -- a city of grandeur, mystery, and passion.  Every handbag is truly 
stitched by the hands of experts.  We use only high-quality alta gamma leather and a 

vegetable-based dye so that we protect both our environment and our artisans.  The hardware 
featured on our handbags are 24k gold, sterling silver, or vintage plated.  We believe it is these 

details that make our handbags unique.

Complementing the handbags, our jewelry is specially designed with a modern yet timeless flair.  
Also, like the handbags, every piece is handmade.  First, we mold it by hand on a bronze plate and 

then dip each piece seven times in 24k gold, 24k rose gold, or sterling silver.  Our jewelry line 
features earrings, necklaces, and handcuffs.

Also, Sandra Cadavid partners with organizations that help to further causes in which we believe.  
For example, our Together Cuff was designed to raise awareness for cancer research.  Our United 
for Women Necklace was designed to support social needs for women.  With each of these and 

other pieces, we donate a portion of our net proceeds to charitable endeavors.

One of the things that we think makes Sandra Cadavid special is our dedication to women.  
We actively hire women who have faced tragic, senseless violence in Colombia and are in need 
of work to support their family.  In many cases, these women are unable to find work in their 

community because of their circumstances.  These amazing women are among our team 
members.  It is one of the ways Sandra Cadavid gives back.

Sandra Cadavid has been humbled by wonderful press about our handbags and jewelry, including, 
among others: InStyle, LA Fashion, Good Housekeeping, The Today Show, Glamour, and Vogue.  
Sandra Cadavid was also featured prominently at the famed flagship store of Henri Bendel on 

New York’s Fifth Avenue.

Our plans and dreams at Sandra Cadavid are just beginning to unfold.  
Adding to our website and to the boutiques across America, Sandra Cadavid will soon open its 

first store in Pittsburgh’s emerging East End with designer Kiya Tomlin.  As Sandra Cadavid grows, 
we will continue to develop new products and accessories that help further causes we believe in 

and support the people we care for deeply.

www.sandracadavid.com


